Size-, Shape-, and Composition-Dependent Model for Metal Nanoparticle Stability Prediction.
Although tremendous applications for metal nanoparticles have been found in modern technologies, the understanding of their stability as related to morphology (size and shape) and chemical ordering (e.g., in bimetallics) remains limited. First-principles methods such as density functional theory (DFT) are capable of capturing accurate nanoalloy energetics; however, they are limited to very small nanoparticle sizes (<2 nm in diameter) due to their computational cost. Herein, we propose a bond-centric (BC) model able to capture cohesive energy trends over a range of monometallic and bimetallic nanoparticles and mixing behavior (excess energy) of nanoalloys, in great agreement with DFT calculations. We apply the BC model to screen the energetics of a recently reported 23 196-atom FePt nanoalloys ( Yang et al. Nature 2017 , 542 , 75 - 79 ), offering insights into both segregation and bulk-chemical ordering behavior. Because the BC model utilizes tabulated data (diatomic bond energies and bulk cohesive energies) and structural information on nanoparticles (coordination numbers), it can be applied to calculate the energetics of any nanoparticle morphology and chemical composition, thus significantly accelerating nanoalloy design.